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Ansrnq.cr
The averagestructure (CI) of a volcanic plagioclasemegacrystwith composition Ano,
from the Hogarth Ranges,Australia, has been determined using three-dimensional,singlecrystal neutron and X-ray diffraction data. Least-squaresrefinements, incorporating anisotropic thermal motion of all atoms and an extinction correction, resulted in weighted
R factors (based on intensities) of 0.076 and 0.056, respectively, for the neutron and
X-ray data. Very weak e reflectionscould be detectedin long-exposureX-ray and electron
diffraction photographsof this crystal, but the refined averagestructure is believed to be
unaffectedby the presenceof such a weak superstructure.The ratio of the scatteringpower
of Na to that of Ca is different for X-ray and neutron radiation, and this radiation-dependenceof scatteringpower has been used to determine the distribution of Na and Ca over
a split-atom M site (two sites designatedM' and M") in this Ano, plagioclase.Relative
peak-heightratios M'/M", revealedin differenceFourier sectionscalculatedfrom neutron
and X-ray data, formed the basisfor the cation-distribution analysis.As neutron and X-ray
data sets were directly compared in this analysis, it was important that systematic bias
between refined neutron and X-ray positional parameters could be demonstrated to be
absent.In summary, with an M-site model constrained only by the electron-microprobedetermined bulk composition of the crystal, the following values were obtained for the
M-site occupancies:
Nar, : 0.29(7),Nar. : 0.23(7),Car, : 0.15(4),and Car" : 0.33(4).
These results indicate that restrictive assumptionsabout M sites, on which previous plagioclaserefinementshave been based,are not applicable to this Ano, and possibly not to
the entire compositional range. T-site ordering determined by (T-O) bond-length variation-t,o : 0.51(l), trm = t2o = t2m = 0.32(l)-is weak, as might be expectedfrom the
volcanic origin of this megacryst.

INrnooucrrohr
The refinement that is to be reported here on the structure of an Ano, plagioclaseemphasizesdetails of the NaCa cation arrangement.To place the results into context,
a brief introduction follows covering some currently accepted aspectsof endmember and intermediate plagioclasestructures.
Framework configurations of the albite structures
(NaAlSi,Os), including details of Al-Si ordering, are well
known (Smith, 1974, vol. l). However, questions have
been raised about the modeling of the elongatescattering
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distribution associatedwith the M-cation site, particularly
concerninganisotropic thermal motion versus positional
disorder (Ribbe et al., 1969).This problem wasconsidered
subsequentlyby Prewitt et al. (1976), Winter et al. (1977),
and Winter etal. (1979) through structuredeterminations
at temperaturesother than 25"C. Collectively, the refinements demonstrate positional disorder in the M site of
high (structural state)albite and thermal motion in the M
site of low albite.
Ca-bearingplagioclaseis relatively enriched in Al and
depleted in Si according to the constraints ofcharge balance. The increasedAllSi ratio dictates a changein the
T-site ordering pattern and hencein the crystal structure.
For anorthite (CaAlrSirO8),the cdimension of the PI unit
cell becomes-14 A (as opposedto -7 A in albite) as
required by the strict alternation ofAl and Si throughout
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Table 1. Crystalchemicaldata for plagioclase
sampleno. 2998
Chemicalcomoosition
Naoo..Caoo",l(o *,A11 4sosi2so6os

>: 1 021 >: 3.994
- Ab..AnorOr.

Unit-cellparameters

a
b
c
a
B
r
v

8.17e(1)
|
12.880(1)
A
7.112(lA
93.44(1)'
116.21(1f
90.23(1f
A3
670.6(1)

the tetrahedral framework. However, the generalframework geometry of anorthite is like that of albite.
Differencesthat do exist between the albite and anorthite structures result in complexities in plagioclasesof
intermediate composition. For example,plagioclaseswith
Na content below -Aneo (Smith, 1974, vol. l, p. 7-8)
develop an albite-like CI structure that gives rise to a
reflections (see Smith, 1974, vol. l, p. 8 for reflection
nomenclature).However, plagioclasesabove -Anuo composition are anorthiteJike and produce, in addition to a
reflections, b, c, and d reflections that generally sharpen
and become more intense with increasingCa content.
Recently, attention has been focused on the structures
ofthose plagioclasesintermediatein composition between
albite and anorthite. A superstructure,recognizedby the
presenceof e diffractions, commonly develops in such
plagioclasesand is often associatedwith submicroscopic
two-phase intergrowths (Grove et al., 1983). Extensive
X-ray and transmission-electron-microscope(reu) observationsand consequentsuperstructuremodels for plagioclasearereviewedby Smith (1974,vo1.I, p. 150-174),
and more recentdevelopmentshave been summarizedby
Morimoto (1979).Briefly, thesemodels can be subdivided
into two classes:(1) the various shift{ensity modulation
wave models (e.g.,Toman and Frueh, 1976a, 1976b;Kitamura and Morimoto, 1977)and (2) the domain models
as proposedby, amongothers,Grove (1977),Horst et al.
(1981),and Kumao et al. (1981).
Several refinements of Ihe substructureof plagioclase
(using only a reflections) have been published for compositions near Anro. Klein and Korekawa (1976) refined
the structure of a low-structural-state An' plagioclase.
Other compositions near Anro for which structureshave
beenreported include Anr, @hillips et al., 1971)and Anuu
(Wenk et al., 1980). In common with other plagioclases,
Al in intermediate plagioclasesis concentratedin the T'o
site relative to the T,m, Tro, and T.m sites[nomenclature
ofRibbe (1983)is usedthroughoutthis paperl.
Phillips et al. (1971) showedthat the plagioclaseM site
is elongateand, in subsequentrefinementsof intermediate
plagioclases,split-atom modelshave beeninvoked for this
site. Various assumptions have been made with respect
to the occupancyand chemistry of such split M sites.For
example,Klein and Korekawa (1976) choseto divide the
M site of an An' plagioclaseinto two partially occupied
atoms, one pure Na, the other pure Ca. In contrast, for
Anuu,Wenk et al. (1980) appearto have nominated two

partially, but unequally, occupied M sites each with a Na/
Ca occupationratio of 34/66. In both of these refinements,
the final isotropic thermal parameters for the two M sites
have markedly different values, despite the expectation
that, for cations with similar ionic radii and with similar
coordination, isotropic temperature factors should also be
similar.
In this paper> we test the applicability of the above
models to the Ano, structure by deriving, with as few
assumptions as possible, the chemistry of a split-atom M
site. We report the average stnrcture for Ano, plagioclase
determined from measured intensities of the sublattice (c)
reflections. Careful refinements using only sublattice reflections, like those we report, yield structures that must
include the averaged effects ofpositional and/or compositional modulations, if present. Therefore, while definitive solution of superstructures can only be derived using
difference and superlattice reflections, general inferences
(about the nature ofsuperstructures) can nevertheless be
made from refinements using sublattice reflections.
ExpnnrvrnNTAl

TECHNIQUE

Sample
The startingmaterial is one of a group of plagioclasemegacrysts
of intermediate composition weatheredfrom basalt flows in the
Hogarth Ranges,northern New South Wales(R. H. Vernon, pers.
comm., 1976). The irregularly shaped crystals are pale-yellow,
glass-clear,and 1-2 cm3 in volume. The (010) cleavageis moderate while (001) is weak. X-ray fluorescenceand electron-microprobe analysesof plagioclasefrom this source confirm that
individual crystals are chemically homogeneous.No fine-scale
intergrowth, superlattice, or crystal defects could be identified by
rEu or X-ray topography (A. C. Mclaren and D. B. Marshall,
pers.comm., 1976).
The crystal selectedfor structure determination (specimenno.
299B) has been examined in detail by the following techniques:
l. The chemical composition given in Table I was determined
by electron-microprobe(energy-dispersive)analysis.
2. In standard petrographic thin sections, no- 299B appears
featureless,except for occasionalplanar boundaries that mark
changesin extinction angleup to l', suggestiveofgrowth zoning
An [Deer et al.' 1966,
with compositional variations of - I mo10/o
Fig. 122, (001) sectionl. The optic axial angle, measuredorthoscopically(Bloss,I 98 I ), is 78.3",but is not diagnosticof structural
state in compositions near Anro.
3. The unit-cell parameters(Table l) have been derived from
57 peak positions (13 < 20 < 84") measuredon a Philips X-ray
powder diffractometer using filtered CuKa radiation and a scan
rate of 0.1' 20/min. Unit-cell parameterswere calculatedusing
the methods of Appleman and Evans (1973). Parametervalues
indicate an intermediate to high structural state when recast according to the methods of Kroll (1983).
4. Okl precessionphotographsof no. 2998 plagioclase,taken
with Zr-filtered MoKa radiation over 10-d exposures'contain
very weak and diffuse e reflections.The e reflectionsin no. 2998
appear similar to those presentedin a precessionphotograph of
an Anuuplagioclaseby Wenk (1978, Fig. 1a).Faint streaksat halfintegral values of / lie parallel to b* in these Okl precessionexposures,whereasreflections on long-exposureftkO Weissenberg
photographs are centered on very weak streaks subparallel to the
c axis. Diffirse reflections were not included in the structure refinement.
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Table2. Definitions
for R factorsand
goodness-of-fit
(GOF)usedin the text

i
)

L^.,
,,r--'\-

Symbol
R
R2
frz*
GOF

2(F. >w(F"[>(FZl>w(FZl>w(F|-

F)l>F'"
F")"|>wFZ
Fa)'t>Ft]1P
FZ)'l2wF+1'tz
FZ)'l(m- n11't"

Note: F": observed structure factor, F" : calculated structure faclor, w: weight assigned to each observation,m: numberof observations,n: number
of refined Darameters.

5. To determine whether measuredreflection intensitiesmight
be affectedby subsolidusmicrostructures,thin foils from sample
no. 2998 were examinedby rnv. Weak difuse e reflectionswere
associatedwith faint streaksin electron ditrraction patterns,and
barely perceptible linear contrast was detected on the scale of
-100 A in darkfield images using a reflections. No lamellae
(Hashimoto et al., 1976) could be distinguished. Formation of
darkfield imagesfrom e reflectionswas precludedby lack of intensity in thesesuperstructurediffractions.Thus, spatialvariation
of the weak superlatticedevelopment could not be investigated
directly.

0.1 0.9

0.1

Fig. l. Diference Fourier sectionsthrough the no. 299B plagioclaseM site. All plots are b-c sectionsat a:0.26 for various
stagesof X refinement. Seetext for details; section (a) was computed during refinement stage 3, O) during stage4, and (c) following stage5. Contour intervals (in electrons/A3)for thesesections are (a) 2.349, O) 0.830, and (c) 0.154. Lines representing
negativecontours are dotted, thosefor zero contours are dashed,
and those for positive contours are solid. Label I identifies the
final refined position of atom M', 2 likewise for M".

Rrsur-rs AND DrscussroN
Determination of M-site chemistry

An M-site model involvingpositional disorderhasbeen
usedwith somesuccessin the high albite structure(Prewitt
etal., 1976).Suchsimple split-atom models can be adapted to suit the mixed-cation chemistry of an Ano, structure
by incorporation of dual Na-Ca occupancyin the M sites.
Neutron experiment
In order to accomplish this, we first assumethat the reThe crystal usedfor data collection, measuring0.31 x 0.35 x
sidual on differenceFourier maps can be representedby
0.37 cm, was cut from the megacrystno. 2998 and mounted on
two partially occupied M sites with equal isotropic temthe zur.rl difractometer at the HIFAR installation of the Ausperature factors.This assumption is supportedby the obtralian Atomic Energy Commission. A total of 5177 reflections
(0.0'177< sin g/tr < 0.834)werecollectedat I : 0.9891A using servation that the base widths ofthe peaks representing
a symmetrical o: * 20 step scan method with background mea- the M' and M' sites in the difference Fourier map ulr€
approximately equal (Fig. la). Determination of Na and
surementson both sides of each peak. After compensation for
the effectsof Lorentz factor and absorption (p : 0.28 cm-') on Ca occupation of the two M sites follows from the above
the 3185 unique reflectionsofspace group Cl, the data set was assumption,becausethe ratio of the scatteringpowers of
further reduced, by combination of hkl-hkl pairs to a total of
the two partial sitescan be taken to equal the ratio ofthe
2698 reflections.
heights of the two differenceFourier peaks.For the Ano'
The function Rr, (Table 2) was minimized in program r-rNus
of sampleno. 299B,the calculatedpeak-heightratios were
(Coppensand Hamilton, 1970) using structure-factorweights w
found to be (seerefinement procedure,stage3) M'/M" :
set to l/o'z(fi). The various stagesof refinement are detailed in
}lI'/M' : 0.65(4)for X-ray
later sections.Neutron-scatteringlengthsfrom Bacon(1974)were 0.71(4)for neutron data and
data, where M' is the label assignedto the peak with the
used in the structure refinements.Final atomic parameterswith
their estimated standard deviations (esd's)are listed in Table 3. smaller residual. Let the "scattering power" of a Ca atom
for either neutron (N) or X-radiation (X) be
X-ray experirnent

A regular-sidedfragment measuring 0.019 x 0.021 x 0.021
cm was cleavedfrom a thin polished slab of megacrystno. 299B,
the sourceof the neutron crystal. A total of 2955 unique reflections (0.0777 < sin d/tr < 0.806) were collected on a Philips
PWll00 diffractometer using monochromated MoKa radiation
and an <^r- 20 step scan with background measurements at the
upper and lower scanlimits for eachpeak. Reflection intensities
wereprocessedusingthe program ofHornstra and Stubbe(1972),
and a total of2557 reflectionssatisfyingthe condition I > 3o(I)
were accepted.Corrections for Lorentz, polarization, and absorption fu : 9.33 cm-') effectswere applied.
Program LrNUswas used to minimize the function Rr, with
structure-factorweights set equal to l/oz(Fl). Refinementdetails
follow. X-ray scatteringfactors for neutral atoms (Cromer and
Waber, 1974)were used in the refinement. Final atomic parameterswith esd's are listed in Table 3.

^S*I : >,f(C a)!'x/n,

(l)

I:l

where n : number of reflectionsin the appropriate data
set.lCa)N : b.u : neutron-scatteringlength for Ca (which
is independent of sin 0/)t, and therefore of l). /(Ca)I :
atomic scattering factor for Ca calculated for the sin d/tr
value of the ith observation in the X-ray data set. Similar
expressionscan be written for the Na atom. It follows that
SB": 0." and Sg": D*u,whereasS5, : 8.223eand Sil" :
4.029e; e : the chargeon an electron.
If 2r, is the total occupancy of the M' site and CaM
denotesthe number of Ca atoms in the M' site (with >', :
Car, * Nar,), then the peak ratio
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Table3. Finalrefinedparameters
(sampleno. 2998)representing
for An., plagioclase
structuresderivedfromX-rayand neutron
experiments
a
P22

M',
M',
T,o
T,n
T,o
T.n
oA1
oA2
OBo
OBm
oco
OCm
ODo
ODm
M',
M',
T,o
T,ffi
T,o
T,h
oA1
oA2
oBo
OBm
oco
OCm
ODo
ODm

P33

a
v13

X-rayparameters
refinedwith isotropicextinction(programLrNus)
0.26775(12) -0.01756(9) 0.16714(15) 2.31
347(14)
417(12) 628(8) 1081(22) -175(8)
70(9)
0.27167(71 0.02751(5) 0.10131(10) 2.09
447(8\ 411(41 1173(15) 130(5)
-46(2)
0.00676(4) 0.16413(2) 0.21481(4) 0.86
166(4)
416(6)
396(4) 154(1)
0.00323(3) 0.81648(2) 0.23087(4)
77(2)
170(4)
407(41 166(1)
392(6)
0.87
0.68625(3) 0.10900(2) 0.31833(4) 0.84
10(2)
147(4)
s46(6)
353(4) 117(1)
0.68191(3) 0.87882(2) 0.35629(4) 0.82
156(4)
16(2)
351(4) 118(1)
528(6)
0.00424(10) 0.13009(6) 0.98124(12) 1.76
719(17)
74(6)
562(13)
1112(15) 310(5)
0 582s0(9)
207(11)
0.99185(5) 0.27843(11) 1.24
872(16)
0(5)
501(11) 159(3)
-4s(6)
0.81416(10) 0.10s47(5) 0.19152(13) 1.68
606(14)
778(13) 221(41 1357(20)
0.81622(10) 0.85266(6) 0.24473(14) 2.10
713(15)
789(13) 298(5) 1803(24)
57(6)
-72(6)
0.01478(9) 0.29124(6) 0.27976(12\ 1.62
370(13)
696(12) 244(41 1057(18)
0.01469(10) 0.68743(6) 0.21s17(121 1.67
148(12)
718(12) 254(4)
847(17) 144(6)
0.19740(10) 0.10866(5) 0.38381(11) 1.58
29(6)
76(12)
725(16)
689(12) 242(4)
-37(12)
0.18965(10) 0.8666s(6) 0.42927(12) 1.90
948(18)
31(6)
681(12) 279(4)
Neutronparameters
refinedwithtype I anisotropic
extinction(programRFTNE4)
0.26809(50)-0.01884(47) 0.16802(64) 2.99
680(50) 790(38) 1366(73) -217(361 509(52)
0.27180(32) 0.02701(27) 0.10219(44) 2.59
547(321 528(19) 1478(55) 176(19) 160(34)
0.00694(14) 0.16420(e) 0.21481(15) o.ss
479(16) -35(7)
210(12)
462(15) 183(6)
0.00346(14) 0.81651(9) 0.23115(14) 1.01
473(16)
214(121
474(14) 192(5)
94(7)
0.68601(13) 0.10893(8) 0.31813(15) 0.98
1ss(12)
417(14) 151(s)
607(16)
33(6)
0.68193(13) 0.87892(8) 0.3s638(14) 0.95
28(6)
199(12)
403(14) 156(5)
s70(16)
0.00387(13) 0.13025(8) 0.98101(12) 1.89
1141(15) 352(5)
7s0(14)
86(7)
582(12},
0.s8279(10) 0.99186(6) 0.27868(12) 1.34
10(5)
270(101
930(14)
564(11) 183(4)
-45(6)
0.81405(12) 0.10547(8) 0.19149(14) 1.81
646(13)
830(14) 268(5) 1365(18)
0.81627(13) 0.85251(9) 0.24428(171 2.27
777(15)
829(14) 361(6) 1864(23)
81(7)
0.01490(12) 0.29097(8) 0.27964(13) 1.76
411(121
764(13) 272(s) 1135(16) -57(6)
0.01466(12) 0.68761(8) 0.21573(13) 1.80
194(11)
166(6)
7s7(13) 288(5)
920(15)
0.19785(12) 0.10857(7) 0.38416(12) 1.71
749(14)
127(111
762(13) 284(s)
36(6)
0.18964(13) 0.866s3(8) 0.42e01(13) 2.06
4(12)
770(13) 321(5)
e70(16)
36(7)

-391(10)
-267(6)
30(2)
27(21
1s(2)
50(2)
104(71
69(6)
-2(71
-73(9)
36(7)
-22(7)
68(7)
-61(7)
-404(42\
-342(251
29(7)
29(7)
25(7)
44(7\
103(7)
75(6)
-7(7)
-67(9)
40(7)
9(6)
69(6)
69(7)

Nofei Estimated standard deviations (esd's) ot each parameter are given in parentheses.8* : isotropic equivalent temperature factor (fu). B, :
anisotropictemperaturefactor (x 105).

Ca.,^$x * Na'SN;x
Ca*S!;* + NaM"SNf

(2)

Sincethe values of (Ca^n,* Car.) and (Nar, * Nann.)'are
known from the chemicalanalysisof this crystal,Equation
2 canbe rewritten as
M'*'*
M'
Ca.,Sl;x + (2r, - Ca,)SNl

(0.48- Ca.,)S8;"+ [0.52- (2,, - Ca,)]SNf

(3)

Two independent linear equations involving )r, and
Cano,are produced by substitution into Equation 3 of the
respective values for peak ratios and "scattering powers,"
frrst for X- and then for N-radiation. The following values
simultaneously satisfy those two equations:
I For the purposesofcalculation involving no. 2998 plagioclase,the 3oloK in the M-cation site has been consideredas Na
so that 2Na : 0.52 and >Ca : 0.48. This approximation is
reasonablefor neutron diffraction as 0"" : 0.35 I and b*: 0.37.
For X-ray diffraction, the difference in scattering power between
(l) 0.52 atomsof Na and (2) 0.49 Na + 0.03 K rangesfrom0.22
to 0.1I e for 0.0777 < sin d/), < 0.806 A ,. Consequently,the
error in the X-ray scatteringmodel introduced by this approximation is negligible.

Ca-,: 0.15(4)
Na., : 0.29(7)

Ca'" : 0.33(4)
Na." : 0.23(7)

>., : 0.44(3)

>M" : 0.56(3)

(4)

This model for occupancy is the most general solution
for the M site in no.2998 plagioclase and has been used
in both X and N refinements.
In order to establish the reliability of the difference
Fourier analysis for the estimation of M-site occupancies,
it was first necessary to show that both X-ray and neutron
data sets modeled the Ano, atomic positions precisely. A
number of statistical tests have been used to analyze the
structural models to confirm the absence of systematic
bias between refined data sets. The results of these tests
are given in Appendix l.
Refinementprocedure
Complementary information available from the X and the N
refinement was used to advantage by performing structure refinementsin the following sequence:(l) initial N refinement, (2)
initial X refinement,(3) M-site model-isotropic thermal parameters,(4) M-site model-anisotropic thermal parameters,(5) final
X refinement, (6) extinction in N refinement, and (7) occupancy
refinements.These stageswill now be describedin some detail.
l. Initial N refinement.Atomic parametersfrom the structure
of Anr, (Phillips et al., 1971) were used as starting parameters
for the program r-wus. A scalefactor (applied to F"), positional
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statistics
Table5. X-rayrefinement

Table4. T-site bond lengths
T site
T,o
Trh

T.o
T2ITI

(1)
1.679(1)
1. 6 5 7 ( 1 )
1.653(1)
1.654(1)

(21
1.680(1)
1.655(1)
1.653(1)
1 655(1)

(3)
0.s1(1)
0.32(1
)
0.32(1
)
0.32(1
)

Notej Lengths (in A) from (1) X-ray and (2) neutron data with (3)
Al occupanciesinferredusing the methodof Kroll and Ribbe(1983,
p. 67) for plagioclaseno. 2998 with composition An4s.

and anisotropicthermal parametersof all atoms,and an isotropic
Zachariasenextinction correction were refined. The M site was
treated here as a singleanisotropic Na-Ca atom. Al and Si were
distributed randomly among the four T sites.Toward the end of
this refinement stage,averagebond lengths were calculated for
each T site, and the Al-Si occupancieswere reset according to
the method of Kroll and Ribbe (1983,p. 67).
2. Initial X refinement.Final atomic parameters(including the
single Na-Ca atom and T-site occupancies)from stage I were
used as starting parameters for the X refinement. Positional,
thermal, scale,and extinction parameterswere then refined to
minimize the function R., in program r-rNus.
3. M-site model-isotropic thermal parameters,In both the X
and N calculations, the extremely anisotropic character of the
refined single M atom, as seenin the thermal parameters,indicatedcomplexity in the structureofthis site. In order to visualize
the atomic distribution in the Na-Ca position, ditrerenceFourier
sections were prepared from both X and N data setsby excluding
all contributions to { from the M site. The b-c section at a :
0.26 best illustrates the shape of the residual, which is quite
similar for both X and N data. The differenceFourier sectionfor
X-ray data prepared at this refinement stageis reproduced in
Figure la. The complex scattering distribution shown in this
section cannot be adequately representedby a single M-atom
model.
At this refinement stage,occupanciesof a split-atom M site
werecalculatedaccordingto the proceduredescribedabove.Peak
heightswere taken from differenceFourier sectionsat a:0.26
for both the N and the X data. Difference Fourier maps were
generatedusing parametervalues(including the scalefactor) that
resultedfrom stage1 refinementfor N data and stage2 refinement
for X data. However, the singleanisotropic M atom was omitted
from the model usedfor structure-factorcalculationin both cases.
Site occupanciescalculatedfrom Equation 3 were assignedto
the split-atom sites, and then positional and isotropic thermal
parameterswere refined with scaleand isotropic extinction parameters.Near-equality of the refined isotropic temperaturefactors (i.e., BU, = Bil" and Bil. = Bil) was used to check that
calculatedM-site occupancies(Eq. 4) were consistentwith the
initial assumptionsabout this site.
4, M-site model-anisotropic thermal parameters.Difference
Fourier sections(a:0.26) calculatedafter a further refinement
cycle of positional and thermal parametersfor all atoms include
residualsaround the Na-Ca positions as shown in Figure lb. M'
and M" siteswere consequentlyrefined with anisotropic thermal
parametersfor both X and N data.
5. Final X refinement.Atomic parametersand esd's in Table
3 are from the final cycle ofrefinement, which included all parameters except for site occupancies.M-site occupancieswere
maintained at the valuesgiven in Equation 4. Direct refinements
of T-site occupancieswere not attempted owing to the similarity
betweenAl and Si X-ray scatteringfactors. Final T4 bond lengths

R"*

(1)
(2)
(3)

0.09s
0.083
0 038

Refinement
stage

E*

0.113
0 095
0 056

2
3

8.655
7j52
4.335

J

Nofe: Statistics from (1) single anisotropic M atom, (2) two isotropic M
atoms with Na-Ca distribution from Equation 4, and (3) two anisotropic
M atoms with Na-Ca distributed accordingto Equation 4.
- See Table 2 for definitions.

and correspondingoccupanciescalculatedby the method ofKroll
and Ribbe (1983)are listed in Table 4.
X-ray refinement statisticsare assembledin Table 5, and the
final differenceFourier section is shown in Figure lc.
6, Extinction in N refinement. The program nnNr.4 (Finger
and Prince, 1975) incorporating the extinction formalisms of
Thornley and Nelmes (1974) was used at this stage.As the N
crystal shapewas somewhat irregular (viz., noncentric), the absorption weighted mean path length To*, + To, and so the extinction corrected valuesF.(hkl\ + F.(hkt). It was thereforenecessaryto use a larger data set of 3185 reflections,in which hkl
reflections were treated independently of&k/ reflections. Initially,
scale,isotropic extinction and all atomic positional and thermal
parameters(two M sites)were refined to minimize the function
R- with weights lt set at l/oz(F") (seeTable 6, line 4). Values of
R, and Rr, werecalculatedfor comparisonwith earlierrefinement
stages.
Then, simple type I and type II models for anisotropic extinction were refined by minimizing R, using program nRNn4. Refinement statistics shown in Table 6 (lines 5 and 6) suggestthat
a type I model gives better agreementto the observeddata.
Using the R-factor ratio test of Hamilton (1965), the type I
anisotropic extinction model may be consideredto be more appropriate than a model incorporating only isotropic extinction
at least at the 99.9o/oconfidencelevel.
The adequacyofanisotropic extinction wastestedin two ways:
(1) Strongly extinction-affectedreflectionswere consideredto be
those with an extinction factor y < 0.8 (wherey is the multiplier
applied to .F3prior to comparison with the observedvalues Fl
in an nrrxBqrefinement).A total of 943 reflectionsin the N data
set fell into this category.Tlpe I anisotropic extinction, scale,
and all atomic positional and thermal parameterswere refined
using this subsetof strongly extinction-afected reflections (this

statistics
Table6. Neutron-refinement
R*

z-

34
5
6

0.056
0.051
0.048

R"*

0.094
0.091
0.073
0.0s2 0.084
0.043 0.074
0.038 0.065

R"J

0.110
0.107
0.090
0.102
0.086
0.076

GOF'

Refinement
stage

3.103
2 956
2.548
3 08
2.59
2.29

1
3 LTNUS"
4
6
.
6 RFTNE
6

Note: Statistics from (1) single anisotropic M atom, (2) two isotropic M
atoms with Na-Ca distribution from Equation 4, (3) two anisotropic M
atoms with Na-Ca distribution from Equation 4, (4) as for (3) but with
isotropic extinction refined, (5) as for (3) but with type ll anisotropic extinction, (6) as for (3) but with type I anisotropic extinction.
- See Table2 for definitions.
'* Program used in the correspondingrefinementstage.
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refinement will be referred to as the partial refinement in the
following text). Atomic parameters for the partial refinement
differ by less than 3 x esd from parametersrefined using all reflections.Most parametershifts were lessthan 2 x esd (wherethe
esd'sare calculatedfrom the partial refinement). The extinction
ellipsoid (expressedin terms of Zu values) was also monitored.
Its shape(axial ratios 1.34:l:0.45) and orientation did not change
significantly, although the equivalent isotropic value of r* inc r e a s e d f r o m 3 . x5 1 0 a i n t h e f u l l r e f i n e m e n t t o 4 . lx 1 0 - a i n
the partial refinement. The stability of extinction and atomic
thermal parametersunder these conditions is an indication of
model adequacy(Coppens,1978).
(2) Intensities ofseveral ofthe strongly extinction-afected reflectionswere collectedover a zr-radianrangeofazimuthal angle.
Sinusoidal-like fluctuations in measuredintensity are consistent
with anisotropic extinction. The effectsofabsorption ofneutrons
by the crystalfu: 0.27 cm ') werecalculatedto be far too weak
to produce the observedvariations of intensity (e.E.,I^ -/ I^," :
1.5 for the 060 reflection). Intensities were calculated for the
appropriate diffractometer settings using the refined values of
isotropic and anisotropic extinction parameters.In general,anisotropic type I extinction accountsfor theseobservedintensity
variations better than do isotropic or anisotropic type II extinction corrections.However, agreementbetweenobservedand calculated intensities is probably too poor to confidently discriminate betweenextinction models.
7. Occupancyrefinements(N data). A direct refinement ofthe
T- and M-site occupanciesusing the N data was attempted at
this stage with type I anisotropic extinction. Each T site was
constrainedto be fully occupied and the Si content refined with
no constraint on the total Si content ofthe T sites.After refinement, the Si content of the four T sites totaled 2.26(16) atoms
of Si, equivalent to a plagioclaseof composition Anro,*,u,.For
the M sites, constraints were not placed on the occupanciesas
dictated by our generalmodel ofNa-Ca occupation. Therefore,
only the scatteringlength of each M site was refined. After refinement, the sum of the scatteringlengths for the two M sites
was 0.406(10) cm ''?,equivalent to the M-cation chemistry of
Anoo,*r,plaeroclase.RefinedT- and M-site occupanciesareclearly
inconsistentwith eachother and with a bulk composition of An.r.
In addition, the value of R- did not decreasewith unconstrained refinement. The principal changesduring cyclesofunconstrainedrefinement were shifts in all M-site parameters,increasesin the esd'sof all M-site parametersand, to a lesserextent,
of T-site thermal parameters.Final equivalent isotropic temper-
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Fig. 2. Perspectiveview of the M-site environment from the
final X-ray structure of no. 2998 plagioclase(onrnr plot, 980/o
probability ellipsoids). Orientation ofthe unit-cell axes is indicatedat the lower left. Angle ofinclination to the projection plane
is shown for each axis with a positive angle denoting that the
positive end of the correspondingaxis lies above the projection
plane. The unit-cell origin lies on the OAI-OAI join. Labels I
and 2 denote,respectively,atoms M' and M".
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Fig. 3. M-site positions of various plagioclasesconverted to
CI cell coordinates and projected parallel to the a axis onto a
b-c section.Data havebeentakenfrom Ano-Winteret al. (1979),
2-sitemodel;An, (a)-Ribbe etal. (1969),4-sitemodel;An' O)Prewitt et al. (1976); Anor-this study; Anro-Korekawa et al.
(1979);An,,-Toman and Frueh (1976b);An,,-Kitamura and
Morimoto ( I 977); and Ann,- Czanket al. quotedby Smith ( I 974,
vol. l, p. 138). The two dashedarrows representthe projection
of the displacementmodulation wave vectors refined for both M
positions of an An* structureby Toman and Frueh (1976b).The
heavy dashed line encircling the plot is the first positive contour
from the differenceFourier section ofFig. la.

ature factors for M' and M" sites are also markedly different
lB(M') : 3.88A'vs. ,B(M') : 1.81A'1. All of theseresultssuggest
that unconstrainedrefinement was unsuccessful.
Parameter sets produced from X- and N-data refinements,
stages5 and 6 respectively,have beenused to generateobserved
and calculatedstructure-factorvalues(Tables8 and 9) and tables
ofbond lengthsand angles(Tables 10 and 1l).'?
M-site model
Final difference Fourier sections through an M site consisting of two un€qual anisotropic atoms show significant
residual densities for both X-ray (Fig. lc) and neutron
analyses of no. 299B plagioclase. The magnitudes of these
residuals indicate that, although a two-position M site is
definitely an improvement over a single site, it is still
somewhat inadequate as a scattering model. A more accurate description of the site distribution may require a
continuum of scattering matter, or at least a series of
closely spaced cation sites. A notable feature ofthe initial
Fourier sections (see Fig. I a) is the slightly "dog-leg" shape
ofthe residual density. This characteristic is also evident
from the orientation of the refined thermal ellipsoids for
the two partial M atoms shown in Figure 2.
2 To obtain a copy of Tables 8-l 1, order Document AM-86317 from the BusinessOfrce, Mineralogical Societyof America,
1625I Street,N.W., Suite414, Washington,D.C. 20006,U.S.A.
Pleaseremit $5.00 in advance for the microfiche.
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The orientation of the overall M-site elongation itself
gives no indication of the cause of positional disorder.
Contrary to the conclusionsof Kitamura and Morimoto
(l9l 5), we consider that, for plagioclasesof a wide range
ofcompositions, M-site positions (convertedto an equivalent CI cell) show indistinguishable trends (seeFig. 3).
In addition, dispersion of the M-site positions for each
plagioclaseplotted in Figure 3 appearsnot to be correlated
with bulk plagioclasecomposition. However, the overall
trend of positions does conform well with the shapeand
orientation of the elongate scatteringdistribution in the
no. 299B plagioclaseM site; this has been demonstrated
by reproducing in Figure 3 the trace of the first positive
residual contour from the difference Fourier section of
Figure la. We also note that this trend is in generalagreement with the shapeof the minimum-energy surfacecomputed for high albite by Brown and Fenn (1979).
In the albite-like structureofno. 299B plagioclase,there
are two alternative explanations for the M-site distribution:
l. Positional disorder characteristic of high albite. Although Prewitt et al. (1976) refined four partial sites,Winter et al. (1979) argued that the number of Na positions
(basedon the variety of possibleconfigurationsof neighboring Al-Si atoms) should not be limited to four. The
complexity in the M site will be further increasedwith
the introduction of significant amounts of Ca, as in the
intermediate plagioclases.
2. Modulation of the M position. Modulation of the M
position is described in current models of intermediate
plagioclaseby Toman and Frueh (1976b) and Kitamura
and Morimoto (1977).
The presenceof e reflections in difraction patterns of
no. 2998 plagioclasesupport alternative 2. However, the
coherenceof any modulation in this crystal must be minimal, as implied by the weak and diffuse characterof the
superstructure reflections. On the other hand, the unmodulated nature of the TOo framework is shown by the
isotropic nature of the thermal motion of T and O atoms.
The axial ratios for the anisotropicdisplacementellipsoids
for no. 299B plagioclase(seeTable 7) are not significantly
different from the valuesfor unmodulated low albite compiled by Smith (1974,Table 4-8).Suchisotropiccharacter
suggeststhat proposal I may be appropriate.We conclude
that both effectsmay contribute to the overall site disorder.
Asymmetry in the M site for no. 299B plagioclaseis
observedas a concentration of scatteringin the M" site,
as previously reported for plagioclasewith compositions
(Wenk et al., 1980).
An,, (Phillipset al., 197l) and An62-56
No. 299B plagioclasehas only weakly ordered T sitesbut
unequal distribution of Ca over the two M sites (Eq. 4).
Therefore,the partitioning of Ca into M' and M" sitesfor
Ano, is believed not to be correlated with the degreeof
ordering of Al into the four T sites of this Cl average
structure. Furthermore, this lack ofcorrelation is consistent with the absenceof systematictrends in the M-site
asymmetries inferred from Fourier maps presented for

axesof anisotropic
Table7. Principal
for framework
ellipsoids
displacement
atomsderivedfromthe finalneutron
parameters
(seeTable3)
RMS displacement(picometer)
Atom label
T,o
Trh
Tro
T.rn
oA1
OBo
OBm
OCo
OCm
ODo
ODm

v-I
o-7

1 03
10.3
10.6
12.O
12.9
't2.1
13.4
12.1
1 1. 7
11.8

10.7
10.1
11.3
10.9
16.4
12.4
14.9
17.5
15.3
13.6
15.5
15.8

13.0
13.8
11.8
11.6
18.3
14.6
17.4
20.3
16.1
18.8
16.7
19.8

four labradoriteswith different degreesofT-site ordering
by Wenk et al. (1980, Fig. 5).
CoNcr,usroNs
Extinction
In purely mathematicalterms,the markedly anisotropic
secondaryextinction of the no. 2998 crystal can be attributed to a rudimentary domain structure. It is surprising that this effect has not been reported in previous refinements of intermediate plagioclase.The anisotropic
extinction correctionsresult in a significantimprovement
ofthe agreementbetweenobservedand calculatedintensities,even though the F.-{ pairs for strongly extinctionaffectedreflections are poorly matched. A more sophisticated and general treatment of extinction, allowing for
simultaneous primary and secondarytype I and II corrections (suchas that of Beckerand Coppens, 1974), may
result in better agreementfor the strongly extinction-affected reflections.
T-O framework
There is good agreement between thermal and positional parameters derived from the X and from the N
refinements(seeTable 3). Axial magnitudesfor ellipsoids
of thermal vibration (Table 7) of the T and O sites are
larger than thosedeterminedfor somerefinementsof lowstructural-statefeldspars(Smith, 1974, vol. I , p. 119) but
agreecloselywith magnitudesderived from the refinement
of high albite at 25Cby Winter et al. (1979).
Site-occupancyrefi nements
The value of R* did not decreasewith unconstrained
refinement.In addition, valuesfor T and M siteoccupancy
derived from unconstrainedrefinement could not be reconciled with the known bulk composition of no. 2998
plagioclase.For these and other reasonsdescribedin the
stage7 results section, the unconstrainedrefinement was
consideredunsuccessfirl,and the constrained occupancy
model derived from Equations 3 and 4 was deemed the
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most reliable available for the M-site chemistry. This
M-site distribution is preferableto the variety of possible
models basedon ad hoc assumptions,either those implemented in previous studies or one such as 2r, : )..:
0.5.
T-site occupancies.Insignificant differences exist between T-O bond lengths calculated from final X and N
refinementsof atomic positions (Tables 4 and l0); hence
a single set of individual T-site occupanciesis assigned
on the basis of bond length. Aluminum occupancies,determined directly by refinement of neutron-scattering
lengths for the T sites differ by up to 3 esd's from the
values calculatedusing bond lengths. The relative difference between neutron-scatteringlengths for Al and Si is
large enough to permit direct refinement in fully ordered
low albite (Harlow and Brown, 1980).However, this differencewould appear to be insufrcient for accurate determination of the relatively weak T-site ordering in no.
2998 plagioclase,and the bond-length-determined occupanciesare to be preferred.
M-site occupancies(two-position M site). In this work
the differencesbetween the partial M sites are attributed
primarily to a complex distribution of Na and Ca. In
earlier work, Klein and Korekawa ( I 976) suggesteda total
partitioning ofNa into the M' site (usingour terminology)
and Ca into the M" site, whereasWenk et al. (1980) presumed the ratio Na/Ca for M' was equal to that for M".
In eachof thesetwo cases,the refined thermal parameters
for the two M sites are markedly different, i.e., B(M') :
1.16 A, vs. .B(M") : 2.02 A, for Klein and Korekawa
(1976)whereasB(M') : 3.66 A, vs. -B(M"): 1.48A, for
the neutron refinement of Surtseyplagioclaseby Wenk et
al. (1980). Given the general M site approach we have
developedin this paper, more reasonablethermal parametersB(M') :2.99 L2vs.B(M') : 2.59A2 canbeobtained.
Neither Klein and Korekawa's (1976) or Wenk et al.'s
(1980) proposalsappearvalid for no. 2998 plagioclase:
the strong scatteringin the Ano, M" site (relative to the
M' site) is due to both higher overall occupancyand a
higher Ca content. The occupancyvalues calculatedfrom
our difference Fourier methods (Eq. 3) are more appropriate than those of our own unconstrained refinement
(stage7) or those derived from ad hoc assumptionsabout
M-site chemistry. In addition, we believe that careful refinement of other intermediate plagioclasesby the above
method may well reveal similar M-site cation distributions.
Overall structure
In summary, the averageCI structure of this sample of
Ano, includesan unmodulatedframework of (SirrrAl, orOr)
with Al partially ordered into the T,o site. Within this
aluminosilicateframework lie positionally disorderedNaCa sites whose occupancy and position are weakly correlated. The M-site disorder may be due in paft to coherent
modulations of the type that give rise to sharpe-reflections
in low structural state plagioclaseof intermediate composition. However, the total M-site disorder cannot be

completely explained by such modulations, and some
component ofpositional disorder ofthe "high-albite type"
is inferred for no. 2998 plagioclase.
A comparison ofdifference Fourier sections generated
during this study, and those ofPhillips et al. (1971) and
Wenk et al. (1980), indicates that there may be a correlation between the Ca content of the plagioclase and the
ratio of the scattering in the M" and M' sites. Thus, as the
Ca content increases, so too does the scattering in the M"
site. This may be due to (l) Ca partitioning into the M"
site, (2) an increase in occupancy of this site, or (3) a
combination of both effects. Further structural refinements using X-ray and neutron data, collected from plagioclase crystals at various temperatures, will be required
to adequately define the major factors affecting the chemistry ofthe M sites.
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AppnNorx l.
ConapanrsoN oF X-RAy AND NEUTRoN REFTNED

error distribution betweenexperiment and model, a half-normal
probability plot will be linear with unit slope and zero intercept.
Deviation from linearity suggestssome systematicdiference between the parameter sets.Gross errors in individual dp will be
seenat that extremity furthest from the origin ofeach half-normal
plot.
Figures Al and A2 are half-normal probability plots for the
positional and thermal parameters from independent neutron
and X-ray refinementsof plagioclaseno. 2998. The distribution
of points in Figure Al showsthat there is no obvious systematic
bias betweenthe X-ray and neutron positional parameters.The
pooled standarddeviations for positional parametersare underestimatedby a factor of - 1.5. The thermal parameterplot (Fig.
A2) shows a deviation from linearity only at the high-dp end.
The slope of the half-normal plot in Figure ,A'2is approximately

PARAMETERS
A number of statistical testscan be used to analyzestructural
rnodelsfor evidenceofsystematic bias betweenrefined data sets.
Two usefultestsof systematicbias are (1) half-normal probability
testsand (2) 1'ztests.Abrahams and Keve (1971) have shown
that normal probability plot analysiscan be applied to independent sets of crystallographicstructure-factor measurements(F)
and their derived atomic coordinates (p). Differencesbetween
pairs of positional or thermal parameters(Ap) can be examined
in terms of their pooled standard deviations (op) by plotting the
ordered statistic 6p : A,p/opagainstthe expectednormal distribution. For correctly assignedstandarddeviations and a normal

92r-93r.
Winter, J.K., Okamura, F.P., and Ghose,Subrata.(1979) A hiehtemperature structural study of high albite, monalbite, and the
analbite - monalbite phasetransition. American Mineralogist,
64,409-423.
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Fig. A1. Half-normal probability plot for refined positional
parametersof plagioclaseno. 2998. The dashedline represents
an ideal normal distribution of 6p,.The linearity of the experimental points indicates that the 6p, is approximately normally
distributed.

3.5 and indicatesthat the pooled standarddeviations for thermal
parametersare considerably underestimated.The curvature of
the half-normal probability plot in Figure A2 s',ggeststhat there
may be some bias between the thermal parameter sets.The existenceof bias is confirmed by the y2 tests discussedbelow.
In addition to half-normal probability-plot analysis, x'?tests
may be used to examine the differencesbetweenindividual sets
of parameters(Hamilton, 1965). The method involves an application of the well known 12 test to the sum of the weighted
differencesbetweentwo experiments.The function

EXPECTED

Fig. 42. Half-normal probability plot for plagioclaseno. 2998
refined thermal parameters.(Note that the slope of the reference
line here equals2). The deviation from linearity ofexperimental
points suggeststhat some systematicbias exists betweenthe X-ray
and neutron thermal parameters.

parameter, actually lies outside the range of 1': by an amount
almost equivalent to the interpolation error in calculatingx?r,5.)
Thus, the x2 tests for positional parametersare consistentwith
the analysis of half-normal probability plots for the two independent data sets.
For plagioclaseno. 2998, the 1'?test of thermal parameter
subsetsis a more revealingtest than the half-normal probability
test. The 1'?test for thermal parametersshows that no value of
Rlu lies within the range y/o.e,< R?,i < 1fr0,r.Thus, at the 5olo
level, all thermal parameter subsets(i.e., A', . .B') indicate
some systematicditrerencebetween the two experiments. SysA': ) n''
tematic differencesbetween experiments may arise if (1) the o
t:l
values are too small in one or both experiments, (2) there are
may be testedas 12,where R, : A,o,,for A, : p(l)t - p(2)t, and real differencesbetween the true values of the experiments, or
for two data sets,eachwith N parameters, (3) an incorrect model has been refined in one or both experio, : lop(l) ? + op(2),21b
p(l),. . . p(l), andp(2),. . . p(2),.
ments. For the plagioclaseno. 299B X-ray and neutron experiTable A I lists the 12 values of positional and thermal param- ments, systematic bias in thermal parameters probably arises
etersfor the plagioclaseno. 2998X-ray and neutron refinements. from (l) low o values and (2) the inadequacyofX-ray scattering
The calculatedR'?valuesfor positional parameterslie within the factorsto approximate the atomic chargecloud (Coppens,I 974;
range yj.n, < R2 < x?,r. (Ri, the 12 value for the x positional Hawthorne and Grundy, 1976).
It is apparent from these statistical tests of the refined X-ray
and neutron parameters that there is no significant difference
between their atomic positions. The excellent correspondence
Table A1. Resultsof x2 tests comparingX-ray-and
betweenthe X-ray and neutron positional parametersfor plagioneutron-refinedparametersfor the no. 2998
claseno. 2998 can be further confirmed by inspection ofTable
plagioclasestructures
3. All ofthe differencesbetweencorrespondingvaluesin the two
parameter setsare lessthan one esd, and this is for data setsin
Positional
parameters
Thermal oarameters
which, incidentally, the esd's are underestimated.
As might have been expected,anisotropic thermal parameters
:
EF,, 198.70
HE,":52.63
ft,:27.27
from X-ray and neutron refinementsdo nol show the desirable
127
.68
513.07
ffi"":
4':
ry: 30.91
normal distribution of differences-some systematicbias does
ft_:13329
4":15.07
4: 36.99
exist betweenthe refined thermal parameter sets.However, this
yl"."u= 57'78
fio,r.= 106.64
bias in anisotropic thermal parameterswill not afect the calcu= 64.65
yl"u - 27.86
xeo,,
lation of M-site occupancies.

